Slick magneto wiring diagram

Larry Brons. Slick Magneto Wiring Order. I have an O D2A with dual Slick mags. I understand
there is a number and position stamp on the connector that attaches to the spark plug.
However, if I follow assuming this is correct that the left mag when sitting in the pilot seat
attaches to the top position on 2 and 4, and the bottom of 1 and 3. Also, the right mag attaches
to the top of 1 and 3, and the bottom of 2 and 4. I understand the spark plug doesn't care what
the stamp is, as long as it comes from the correct position on the correct mag. Iplan to call Aero
Sport tomorrow and discuss this with them. Thanks in advance for any ideas. Did I mention
FUN? Low Pass. My Slicks fit just fine on my OE2A. Can't see where it would hurt if the mags
were switched left to right. What about impulse coupling?? Food for thought: swapping mags L
to R could be a problem on start-up if you have an impulse coupling and you don't make a
matching change to your ignition switch. There are others on this board that are better versed in
the details on this, but I think it is an issue to at least look into further before trying the swap. I
will call Aero Sport tomorrow and discuss this with them. Thanks for all of the replies. After
speaking with Scott at Aero Sport, it seems the harnesses were assembled opposite. No
problem, I made a tag to explain that for future reference. The Aero Sport folks are awesome.
Their customer service is outstanding. I am checking over and tying down the ignition harness
on my new Lycoming Experimental YOA1A and noted that the plug leads are not connected to
the Slick Magnetos as per either of the diagrams above or the LD Lycoming drawing that came
with the engine. The Upper 1 lead connects to the lower right side of the right mag and Upper 3
to the upper right side of the right mag. All the drawings I've seen place both of these leads on
the top of the mag as you face forward. This sequence is continued around all of the other six
leads and it looks as if the magnetos, or at least the lead sequence has been rotated 90 deg
clockwise as you face forward. The engine was run before delivery so I presume it will work unless the test run was with a different ignition system. Does anyone have any experience or
comments on this for these new Van's bought Lycomings? I have a December edition of the
Lycoming Overhaul Manual for Direct Drive Engine so probably doesn't cover the new roller
follower engines. Jim Sharkey RV6 - Wiring. But not like the pic's above. But as you can see, the
fireing order is the same as the pic's above. But do check the mag timing and fireing order
before your first start. Originally Posted by gasman. Originally Posted by jsharkey. Things to
See All times are GMT The time now is PM. By viewing and participating in them you agree to
build your plane using standardized methods and practices and to fly it safely and in
accordance with the laws governing the country you are located in. User Name. Remember Me?
Mark Forums Read. Page 1 of 2. Thread Tools. Join Date: Jun Posts: Send a private message to
Larry Brons. Find all posts by Larry Brons. Send a private message to Low Pass. Find all posts
by Low Pass. Send a private message to gasman. Find all posts by gasman. Send a private
message to jsharkey. Find all posts by jsharkey. Quote: Originally Posted by jsharkey I am
checking over and tying down the ignition harness on my new Lycoming Experimental YOA1A
and noted that the plug leads are not connected to the Slick Magnetos as per either of the
diagrams above or the LD Lycoming drawing that came with the engine. Posting Rules. This
pictorial diagram shows us a physical connection that is much easier to understand in an
electrical circuit or system. An electrical diagram can indicate all the interconnections,
indicating their relative positions. The use of this Array can be positively recognized in a
production project or in solving electrical problems. This can prevent a lot of damage that even
derail electrical plans. The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers
designing electrical circuits and implementing them. The pictures are also helpful in making
repairs. It shows whether the installation has been appropriately designed and implemented
while confirming the safety regulators. A usually gives information about the relative position
and arrangement of devices and terminals on the devices, to help in building or servicing the
device. This is unlike a schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the components
interconnections on the diagram usually does not correspond to the components physical
locations in the finished device. A pictorial would show more detail of the physical appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over
physical appearance. Slick Start Wiring Diagram show the circuit flow with its impression rather
than a genuine representation. They only provide general information and cannot be used to
repair or examine a circuit. The functions of different equipment used within the circuit get
presented with the help of a schematic diagram whose symbols generally include vertical and
horizontal lines. However, these lines are known to show the flow of the system rather than its
wires. A represents the original and physical layout of electrical interconnections. Wiring on the
picture with different symbols shows the exact location of equipment in the whole circuit. Its
components are shown by the pictorial to be easily identifiable. They are often photos attached
with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the physical components. A person with a strong
knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only understand a pictorial. Slick Start Wiring

Diagram The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers designing electrical
circuits and implementing them. Slick Rocker PickupsGuitarfetish. ITIl blog di Tescoma Italia.
Related Slick Start Wiring Diagram. Magneto P lead wiring. Which end do I ground on the
magneto "P" lead wire? If I have an impulse coupling on the LH mag only, how do I wire it to the
ignition switch, does some provision need to be made to ground out the RH mag during
starting? Is it O. What I am after here, is there any undesireable noise on these lines that might
create havoc, esp to the mags. Thank you for your help! P leads. Ground the P lead shields at
the magneto end only. My Slick and mags are marked GRD at the appropriate place. If using the
ACS key start switch from Vans, they have a wiring diagram and provision for grounding the
right magneto while starting. Regardless of what type switch or switches you use, you will need
to ground the right non-impulse magneto while starting. Keep the P leads away from everything
else. I had mine come through the firewall with the alternator then tie wrapped to the main
harness under the panel. Had noise while transmitting on the radio. Most of the noise went away
when I separated the P leads from the main harness. Thread Tools. Things to See All times are
GMT The time now is PM. By viewing and participating in them you agree to build your plane
using standardized methods and practices and to fly it safely and in accordance with the laws
governing the country you are located in. User Name. Remember Me? Mark Forums Read.
Magneto P lead wiring 1. Send a private message to skyyking. Find all posts by skyyking. P
leads Ground the P lead shields at the magneto end only. Send a private message to dlloyd3.
Find all posts by dlloyd3. Posting Rules. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You
must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. Slick
magnetos are engineered so that mechanical parts wear at a balanced rate. Consistent and
complimentary wear patterns establish the recommended maintenance intervals defined in
Champion Aerospace service literature, so used and service-worn parts should never be used
to troubleshoot or repair a magneto, nor should original parts be replaced by used service worn
parts on magnetos being returned to service. Slick Magneto Gasket, Lycoming. Slick Magneto
Gasket, Lycoming O to , Grants Pass Airport Brookside Blvd. Deland Airport A Flightline Blvd.
Bargain Bin Aircraft. How PayPal Works. Add to Cart Qty: Add to Cart. Smaller and lighter
unique design allowing for a dimensionally smaller magneto Easier installation and lighter
weight- as much as one pound lighter than competitive magnetos. Radio noise suppressionSlick magnetos feature superior noise suppression, eliminating the need for magneto filters.
Related Products. Secure Card Transactions. Not responsible for typographical or misprint
errors. All rights reserved, All reproduction in part or in whole prohibited. Wiring Mag Switch. I
have the Van's A keyed ignition switch. I'm using 18AWG shielded wire. Van's drawing shows
that the shield is separated from the P-lead at the magneto end but it shows it unseparted at the
switch end. There is only one connection to make at the switch per Van's drawing. To put a ring
terminal on the switch end, should I just strip the insulation and shielding off and crimp the
terminal just as I would with an unshielded wire, or do I need to do something special with the
shield at the switch end? Specifically, I'm wondering if I somehow need to make sure that the
shield can't come in contact with the main wire or terminal. Originally Posted by alpinelakespilot
Sold The RV Sold I'm in, dues paid This place is worth it! Shield use? On the switch, the shield
on the P-Lead wire attaches at the mag ground and to the GRD center terminal on the switch
end. In the Switch Off position, the shields are used as a ground return for the mags. In the
Switch ON position, the shields are protection from electrostatic coupling of the mag noise. On
the switch end, the shield goes to the center GRD terminal on the switch only and not actually
to ground at the panel. Bill S 7a Finishing. Originally Posted by BillSchlatterer. The Bob N.
Thanks Bill, but I'm going according to Van's drawings. I saw that Bob Nuckholl's grounds his at
both ends, but he seems to be using a different set of switches than Van's A's. Also, maybe
Van's drawings should show the shield grounded at the switch? Reason: update. Steve, I had
the same confusion. After countless inquiries, talks, reads, etc. Bob at Aero Electric shows it
and you should really read this: elippse Join Date: Dec Location: Arroyo Grande, CA Posts: The
"P", "primary" lead, is connected to the primary of the spark coil. Under high power conditions,
the voltage pulses on that lead may be in excess of V. Any current which flows from a source
must return to that source, by whatever path is available. The voltage pulses in the shielded
wire will couple to the shield, electrostatically and electromagnetically, and so the current in the
shield must get back to the return side of the spark coil primary. If you connect the shield to the
aircraft "ground", these currents will then use the aircraft skin to go to the engine and then back
to the magneto, radiating electromagnetically all along the way. This is where you get spark
noise into your radios. When the current only flows back through the shield, the current flowing
in both directions will effectively cancel as far as radiation is concerned. And whatever you do,
please don't install a "filter" in the "P" lead circuit. Thanks Mike and Gil- I'll look into it some
more. Sounds like good reasoning to ground at both ends. I wonder why Van's doesn't suggest

this in their drawings? Some certified planes Just as another data point And, if you order the
switch from ACS, you will get a small slip of paper packed with the switch which "identifies" the
terminals on the switch. I found that none of the drawing of the switch agreed with each other.
There is a subtle difference between them. I think it was the location of the BAT and S terminals
were reversed. For my implementation, it did not matter, but it did cause me to double check
everything to be sure there were no other issues. Just check your switch against your
implemented wiring scheme. Heatshrink for support is good here - again Bob N. Twisting an
exposed length of shield and crimping a terminal on the end almost guarantees a future break at
the point the shield exits the cable - but this is the way I've seen many done. Things to See All
times are GMT The time now is PM. By viewing and participating in them you agree to build your
plane using standardized methods and practices and to fly it safely and in accordance with the
laws governing the country you are located in. User Name. Remember Me? Mark Forums Read.
Page 1 of 3. Thread Tools. Join Date: Jan Posts: 3, Send a private message to alpinelakespilot
Find all posts by alpinelakespilot Send a private message to David-aviator. Find all posts by
David-aviator. Send a private message to BillSchlatterer. Find all posts by BillSchlatterer.
P-Lead Steve, I had the same confusion. Send a private message to mikeg6. Find all posts by
mikeg6. Posts: 1, Send a private message to noelf. Find all posts by noelf. Posting Rules. Please
check the boxes for the options that you would like to add. Leave all boxes unchecked for unit
only. We figured it out and confirmed with a quick call to tech support. Now the stubborn IOA1A
starts within a couple blades hot or cold. Highly recommended along with fine wire plugs as
well. I tried every start procedure imaginable. It killed a starter and two batteries. The airplane
was completely unreliable once you tried a hot start. After installing the Slick Start the engine
starts on the third blade, hot or cold! Great product. I wish I had installed it sooner. Now my
engine starts like it is supposed to. I have a Cessna T with an injected Lycoming Over the
course of a weekend my engine became impossible to start, so I had both mags replaced and
fine wire plugs installed, and while the cowling was off I asked my mechanic to install one of
these. The engine starts better than it did when it was new. Usually 2nd or 3rd blade after being
parked in a 45 degree hangar. I have a piper comanche io engine i put the slick magneto start
booster on the comanche works fine last week we are having a problem with one of the mags
will not fire? Id heard they were good but this is amazing. All I do is touch the starter and the
engines is running hot or cold. I had terrible hot starting problems on my O if I went to a fly in
somewhere for a couple hours. Couldnt figure out why, it just did not want to start again after I
stopped at an event. Ran the battery down every single time and usually got stranded a lot
longer than I wanted to be there. I Dreaded going anywhere that I would have to start again in
the same day. Put the slick start on, easy install, BAM starts every single time!!!. I seriously
could not believe it. Painless starting now whenever I want. Very happy camper! An absolute
must for injected engines that are stubborn to start. Even better when coupled with a newer,
light weight, high torque starter. I found this advertisement. Caught my eye via the Bruce
Bohannon endorsement. Long story longer, it works as advertised. I made the investment and it
works. If you have Hot Start issues. This will solve the problem. It took about and hour to install
and is literally a life saver in regards to starting the beast. PA28R with the wonderful io PIA to
start under any conditions. In desperation, tried SlickStart or would give away the plane. I
always hated to go for the dollar burger. Not cause I hated to spend the money. But my plane
might start hot or not. Everyone else would be running and leaving and there I would be
cranking hoping the battery wouldn't go dead before it started. I got the slick start mag booster.
OMG instant start. Hot-cold-wet-dry doesn't matter two blades and it running. The SlickStart
works well but they seem to have a variable life. My first one laste
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d 8 years but my second only 10 months. I will review again after the warranty claim. Refer to
Slick service letter SL for complete list of approvals. Quick Shop. Length Quantity. Your Cart.
Quantity Delete. Add Options. This added energy enables the magnetos to fire partially fouled
spark plugs, ignite less than optimum fuel mixtures, improve hot engine restarts, and improve
starting performance during extreme cold weather operations. Refer to documents tab for
airframe approvals. Overcomes poor engine priming. Reduces costly electrical stress to your
battery and starter. Requires no maintenance. Is approved for use with Slick magnetos.
Previous 1 2 Next. Q: Will slick start also improve ignition while the engine is running at cruise
power or is it only helpful during start? Q: Regarding the Slick Start: Do you need one or two
units for twin engine aircraft? Q: Is this STC'ed how do you know which aircraft it is approved
for? Is it approved for the CS? View in Catalog View in Catalog.

